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7107 Janey Street

Shreveport, LA

71108

Dear George:

I have completed the test of your "revised" bow and prepared the
test data so that you can compare it to other bow tests that I have
publ ished. Two copies of the data sheets are attached. I have i ncl uded the rar{ experimental readi ngs so that you may analyze the
results in any tYay that suits you.
First, I must state that this is the fastest bow I have ever shot or
tested. The basic performance is 18 or l9 feet pen second superior
to the Delta V. The basic rating velocity (60-30-540) of ?47.01 feet
per second is close to being unbelievable. I was not surprised at
the very high level of stored energy for a bow with only 48 114 pounds
P.D.F. - I knew that your energy storage system was capable of that'
kind of efficiency. But I continue to be a.mazed at the levels of
dynamic efficiency you achieve even with extremely light weight arrovts,
considerl ng the compl exi ty of the ri ggi nE i n the csmp0undl ng system.
hle both know that it is the combination of these two charaeterlstics
that determi nes performance.
I was not able to get a good feel of the bow under hand shooting conditions. The draw'length is about'i l/2 inches too long for fi€r and
I was holding on that steep down-slope - something I find to be uncomfortable. Nevertheiess, I shot it enough to apprlclate its smoothness in the por.ler cycle and the almost complete lack of recoil. I
feel that the noise Ievel is substantial ly improved when compared to
the earlier bows. The new smaller grjp is more c0mfortable for me.
I recognize that shooting the 3l inch draw length at 30 inches reduces
the le[-off significantly and that setting up the bow for a 30 inch
draw length may have some minor effect on the energy stor09€, but I
believe that the basic performance profi le is representative of what
can be expected. Certainly there is adequate room for a little "give
and take.
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I will pack up the bow for return to you as soon as possible. you
are free to use the test data in any tlay that can be of help to
you. Good luck in your efforts to promote the bow. I certal nly
enJoyed the opportunity to see and test it,
Si
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